
PT 33LSC
Fully Automated Laminator



The PT 33LSC is the world’s first fully automated laminator that slits and cuts to finished size, saving hours 
of trimming and cutting after the laminating process. Designed to meet the demands of the digital short run 
printer, the PT 33LSC not only cuts to bleed but has pouch mode where you can choose your encapsulation 
size or perform true single sided laminating with the ability to easily control the curl with the anti-curl device.  
Automatic setup, productive speeds and the efficient pile feeder makes for a ‘set it and forget it’ laminating 
experience.

PT 33LSC

PT 33LSC

Minimum Sheet Size 7” x 7”  (17.78 cn x 17.78 cm)

Maximum Sheet Size 13” x 19.7”  (33.02 cm x 50.038 cm)

Speed Variable speeds up to 10 feet per minute

Paper Thickness 100-350 gsm

Lamination Thickness 1.5, 3 & 5 mil

Lamination Width 4.4” – 12.9”  (11.176 cm – 32.766 cm)* custom widths available

Laminating Modes Double-sided, single-sided with anti-curl device with no need for release film, adjust-
able encapsulation and trim to bleed

Cutting Method 2 automatic setup side slitters and 1 guillotine cutter assembly

Feeding Method 2” (5.08 cm) vacuum pile feeder

Electrical 110-130v, 50/60hZ, 15a

Specifications

110 V

10 feet 
per minute

Max. 13” x 19.7”

Finishing Applications in On-Demand Print Shops, Educational, and Office Settings.   

Note: The information given within this spec sheet is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. Skandacor™ makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The included data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

Skandacor™ equipment works brilliantly with our 
lineup of pro™ Trade and Specialty laminate films. 

TRADE 
Laminate Films

SPECIALTY
Thermal
Laminate Films


